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Context: Demographics of STEM in American Higher Education 
In this brief overview we draw together data available from other sources into one high-level 
portrait of some basic demographics in STEM in American higher education. In a speech in 
2003, Shirley Tilghman (then president of Princeton University) laid out a set of “compelling 
arguments why we should care about diversity in science.” The final (and simplest) of these 
arguments was 

“…it is simply unjust for a profession to organize itself, intentionally or 
unintentionally, in such a way as to exclude a significant proportion of 
the population. This is an argument based on fairness and justice.”1  

This social justice argument is compelling only after one understands the facts of the proportions 
and populations that are included and not included in science and engineering. We will review 
the bases for the claims that disproportionally high rates of attrition out of STEM occur for some 
groups. In particular, this attrition occurs at every education and career level, including college 
settings where those who work with undergraduates (such as on inquiry activities and mentored 
projects) can have a significant impact. 

It is common to begin by defining some terms: Women (of any race/ethnicity) and some 
minorities (of any gender) are not represented in STEM fields in proportions that match their 
fractions in the US population. These groups are therefore called “underrepresented.” Not every 
minority group is underrepresented in US STEM: the Federal guidelines define underrepresented 
minority groups as Blacks, Latinx, Native Americans, Native Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders. 
Conventional abbreviations include URM for “underrepresented minority” and UREP for 
underrepresented (including non-minority women). To be in the “double-bind”2 as both a woman 
and a member of a minority group is a simple example of intersectionality. 

Considering Only a Limited Set of Demographic Factors 
Race, ethnicity, and gender are obviously not the only forms of diversity, yet in this overview we 
focus only on those factors. There are many others (for example: disability status, sexual 
orientation) that are worth a broader discussion, but it is useful to have a limited subset of issues 
to begin discussion around. Focusing on race and ethnicity inevitably brings up concerns that 
class or socioeconomic status is being ignored. Of course both class and race/ethnicity matter. 
While datasets are not as extensive in higher education, in the K–12 arena achievement gaps are 
found between racial/ethnic groups and between economic classes. When either factor is held 
constant (race or class), gaps are strong functions of the other, independent factor.3 As income 
and wealth disparities have widened, the corresponding achievement gaps have widened as well.4 
Race privilege is only one kind of privilege, and class privilege absolutely exists and intersects 
with other variables. The focus here on race, ethnicity, and gender is not meant to discount these 
other important considerations. However, Americans tend to prefer to “change the subject” away 
from race and toward class. Inequities around race, ethnicity, and gender do exist, and those 
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issues can be lost by attributing more to socioeconomics than the evidence supports. 
Conversations that make members of dominant/privileged groups uncomfortable are imperative 
for advancing equity. As we will present later in this document, the Focus Areas of ISEE’s 
Equity & Inclusion Theme connect to issues of gender, race, and ethnicity, but do not exclude or 
preclude connections and intersections with other factors. 

Participation and Attrition in STEM 
Figure 1 shows the relative proportions of 
underrepresented minorities in the college-age 
population, in college, receiving STEM 
bachelor’s degrees, and receiving STEM 
doctoral degrees. All data are from a single 
2011 National Academies report.5 Note that 
all bars are restricted to US citizens only; this 
is important at the doctoral level where many 
STEM degree recipients are temporary 
residents. Of course, at each level of 
education, there are fewer students, but these 
bars show proportions, so they always total to 
100%. 

Members of the higher education community 
may point to the loss of minorities between 
the college-age population and college enrollment as outside of their control. But the drops in 
URM fraction after that point are comparable in scale (or worse) and illustrate the differential 
attrition that is entirely within the 
sphere of higher education’s influence. 

Tilghman’s first argument for diversity 
in science was 

“…if we are not tapping 
into the entire talent pool 
that is available to make a 
contribution to science, the 
enterprise will by definition 
be under-performing its 
potential.”1 

To interpret the deficit of 
underrepresented minority participation 
as attrition, we turn to the demographics 
of that talent pool. In the past, 
underrepresented minorities did not 
pursue STEM in proportion to White and 

Figure 1: The underrepresented minority share of the college-age 
population, college students, those who earn STEM bachelor’s 
degrees, and those who earn STEM doctoral degrees. Data are 
restricted to US citizens only. Graphic made from data in [5]. 

Figure 2: Percentage of all students, underrepresented minority students, and 
White/Asian American students who aspire to a STEM discipline, taken directly 

from a UCLA HERI report.6 
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Asian* students. However, now equal proportions of all groups set out to pursue STEM in college. 
Figure 2 shows the trend in who aspires to STEM majors.6 The key feature is that ~35% of all 
college students aspire to a STEM degree, and that proportion is essentially the same for any 
majority/minority subgroup. 

If roughly equal proportions of students from all groups set out to pursue STEM in college, yet 
the outcomes do not maintain those equal proportions, then something happens in college. There 
is significant attrition for all students (regardless of background) in college. This attrition is more 
pronounced in STEM disciplines as compared to non-STEM disciplines—all students (regardless 
of background) who begin in a STEM discipline are significantly more  prone to attrition from 
college compared to students who begin pursuing other disciplines.6 It is in addition that attrition 
disproportionally—more greatly—affects Black, Latinx, Native American, and other 

underrepresented minority students.  

Figure 3 shows the 4- and 5-year 
degree completion rates for only those 
students that aspired to STEM 
degrees. Since this graph focuses only 
on the ~35% of college students who 
aspire to science, if they were all 
successful in completing science 
degrees then the bars would show 
100%. It is apparent from the figure 
that all groups experience significant 
attrition in STEM, and that 
underrepresented minorities 
experience differentially more attrition 
compared to Whites and Asians. 

Many who worry about the US’s 
scientifically- and technologically-

literate workforce advocate recruiting more interest in STEM (usually by engaging and 
motivating young people). However, it is worth considering the fact that anyone who works with 
undergraduates is interacting with a large pool of students who are already motivated and 
interested in STEM, and these students are leaving in college. Making merely incremental 
improvements in STEM persistence and retention in college is a recommended, cost-effective 
strategy for meeting future workforce needs.7 

Of course, some attrition results from students who perform very poorly in their STEM 
coursework. But many students leave STEM despite the fact that they are performing well in 
school. Above a cutoff of very poor grades, attrition does not correlate with performance; 
students who switch out of STEM and students who persist in STEM do not differ in 
competence.8,9 ISEE’s own data on ~200 Akamai interns indicate that their persistence in STEM 
years after their internship is not correlated with their GPA upon program entry. In other words, 
                                                
* Unfortunately, “Asian” and “Asian-American” are incredibly broad demographic categories that fail to capture 
significant disparities in participation between various national and ethnic groups. 

Figure 3: Percentage of students who aspired to STEM degrees and completed 
STEM degrees, broken down by race/ethnicity, taken directly from the same 

UCLA HERI report.6 
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URM share of 
US population 

Figure 5: The underrepresented minority share of 
associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees in 

various disciplines, taken directly from the Science & 
Engineering Indicators,11 with the URM share of the US 

population12 overplotted.  

those who ultimately left STEM were just as 
likely to have had higher GPAs as lower ones. 
Assuming that attrition is entirely due to 
preparation and performance draws attention 
away from the concerning numbers of 
students who are doing well but leave STEM 
anyway. This attrition happens in college, 
where PDP participants and Akamai mentors 
can have a direct impact. 

The patterns for women compared to men are 
not quite the same as for underrepresented 
minorities compared to Whites and Asians. At 
the college level, women do not set out to 
pursue STEM in the same proportions as men. 
In other words, the ~35% rate of STEM 
interest is not equally 35% of all men and 35% of all women. The population of college STEM 
degree aspirants includes proportionally more men, despite the facts that women take more 
science courses in high school, have better grades in high school science, and are the majority of 
college students. Figure 4 illustrates this, and shows 
apparently less attrition of women during college 
(although this depends on the particular discipline 
within STEM, which cannot be seen in these data). 
There may be more of a potential role for earlier 
interventions to increase young women’s interest in 
STEM fields.10 

Participation in Disciplines within STEM 
Tilghman’s second argument for caring about 
diversity in science is that 

“…science will look increasingly 
anachronistic if women and minorities are 
not participants in the enterprise. As other 
professions move successfully toward a 
goal of inclusiveness, science will appear 
increasingly backward-looking, and will 
be less attractive to talented students of 
all types.”1 

Tilghman’s original argument was about science as 
opposed to other professions. Figure 5 shows the 
URM share of degrees at different education levels 
and for different disciplines, from the last year this 
useful plot was updated.11 For visual reference, the 
~31.5% URM share of the US population12 has been 
overplotted. Engineering, mathematics, computer 

Figure 4: Proportions of men and women in the high school 
population (with their STEM achievement levels), enrolled in college, 

pursuing STEM, and receiving STEM bachelor’s degrees. Graphic 
made from data in [10]. 
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Figure 6: Women’s share of STEM bachelor degrees, 
broken down by discipline, taken directly from the Science 

& Engineering Indicators.13 

science, and the natural sciences have more minority underrepresentation than the social 
sciences and the non-sciences.  

At a finer level of detail, different disciplines within 
STEM attract and retain different proportions of 
underrepresented students. Figure 6 illustrates those 
details, but now with a focus on degrees earned by 
women rather than underrepresented minorities.13 
While Figure 6 illustrates a wide range of success in 
advancing women to bachelor’s degrees (or failure – 
with some disciplines even losing ground over the 
decade illustrated), there is a similar pattern of wide 
difference between the disciplines at the doctoral 
level. In 2010, women received ~23% of engineering 
PhDs, ~25% of math and computer science PhDs, 
~32% of physical science PhDs, and ~58% of life 
science PhDs.14 

By Tilghman’s reasoning, STEM disciplines are 
competing with one another and with non-STEM 
fields for talented new students, and diversity is an 
appealing trait to students from majority and minority 
groups alike. This argument alludes to but does not 
address head-on the severe challenges that an 
“anachronistic [,...] backward-looking” profession 

creates for individuals currently within the profession. Scientists and engineers who work or 
study as the only * (where * might be “woman faculty member,” “African American,” 
“transgender person,” etc.) in their department or at a conference often must deflect stereotypes, 
serve as involuntary spokespeople for an entire demographic group, and navigate policies, 
norms, and physical spaces that were constructed without attention to their needs.  Additionally, 
underrepresented individuals are pressed more often than their colleagues to serve on panels and 
committees and in mentoring roles, which may not be weighted as heavily as other metrics for 
career advancement. Finally, while anyone can be adversely impacted by a workplace 
environment that crosses from challenging to hostile, individuals who are demographically 
isolated often have less recourse to disrupt hostile patterns or navigate toward reconciliation. The 
cumulative effect of these challenges and dysfunctions is a large expenditure of energy in 
directions that neither advance individuals nor fields of knowledge and innovation in STEM – an 
inefficiency that taxes the entire discipline, and disproportionally its underrepresented members.  

Demographics Summary 
STEM in the US does not reflect the demographics of the nation’s population or of the students 
who aspire to STEM. Women, Blacks, Latinx, Native Americans, and Native Hawaiians and 
Pacific Islanders are underrepresented in STEM, but to varying degrees at different educational 
levels and in different disciplines. A key leverage point is the undergraduate level, where PDP 
participants and Akamai mentors working with ISEE can have a large impact on the persistence 
of students from any and all backgrounds. 
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The Equity & Inclusion Theme within ISEE and the PDP 
ISEE recognizes that many social groups are not well represented in STEM, but we often focus 
on the starting point of women (of any race) and underrepresented minorities (of any gender). In 
addition, although there are many contexts in which issues of inclusion in STEM come up, ISEE 
often focuses on undergraduate learning experiences. PDP participants primarily work toward 
designing and facilitating undergraduate laboratory activities or other inquiry experiences; 
Akamai mentors and instructors build undergraduate internship projects and other activities. 

We recognize that recruitment is extremely valuable for bringing more students into the STEM 
“pipeline,” but it is easy to shift focus away from the students who are already in the STEM 
pipeline but are not being retained, as illustrated in the preceding demographics overview.  

Turning away from recruitment and more toward the heart of STEM learning environments, a 
growing body of evidence indicates that, by thoughtfully designing inquiry activities and 
inquiry-like projects (such as internship projects), a positive impact can be made on students 
directly. Learning environments (including the curricula, specific activities, interactions with 
peers, instructors, mentors, and the overall classroom and/or workplace community) can be 
created to be equitable and inclusive of a diversity of learners. 

Pursuing these goals brings up the tensions between viewing a learner as an individual (with 
multiple identities, motivations, beliefs, goals, etc.) and viewing a learner as a member of groups 
(with demographics, social and cultural practices, historical relationships to STEM, access to 
power and privilege, etc.). A single inquiry activity or internship project can begin to contribute 
to inclusion, or can build on contributions 
previously made. Many such excellent 
experiences can contribute significantly to 
learners’ senses of identification with STEM, 
making them more likely to persist. 

Organizing the Issues into Focus Areas 
While we at ISEE are well informed, we are not 
experts in all of the many different literatures 
from many different disciplines around 
diversity, equity, privilege, and inclusion. What 
follows is not a review that organizes those 
literatures into themes that experts in those 
fields would necessarily recognize. Instead, we 
have noticed ways in which certain themes from 
that body of expertise seem to resonate with or 
play out within contexts we are familiar with—
primarily inquiry activities and mentored 
undergraduate internship projects.  

Our contribution is a set of four focus areas, 
with a practice-oriented perspective, that 
highlight the ways that inquiry is connected to a 

Equity & Inclusion Focus Areas 
1. Multiple ways to productively participate 

More learners are included, and more of their 
skills are developed, when they are provided 
with multiple ways to engage, learn, 
communicate, and succeed. 

2. Learners’ goals, interests, and values 
Inclusivity is supported by leveraging learners’ 
goals, interests, values, and sources of 
motivation through activities that are relevant, 
meaningful and challenging. 

3. Beliefs and biases about learning, 
achievement, and teaching 
Learners and educators develop beliefs about 
learning, achievement, competency, and 
intelligence that affect performance and success 
in STEM. 

4. Developing an identity as a person in 
STEM 
STEM learning experiences are part of the 
process of learners negotiating their individual 
identities and their sense of being a person in 
STEM, which has cultural norms and values of 
its own. 
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diverse body of literature on equity and inclusion. These focus areas provide a structure for 
insight into why inquiry pedagogy holds such promise for reducing disparities. The structure also 
allows us to examine how our parallel experiences in mentoring projects can both benefit from 
and contribute to what is known about equity and inclusion. 

We offer the focus areas of the E&I theme as lenses, with which instructors and mentors can 
view the design and facilitation of inquiry activities and projects, and aim to strengthen equity 
and inclusion. As with ISEE’s other themes, this theme is applicable in other STEM contexts.  

In the next sections, we describe the Equity & Inclusion Focus Areas in more detail and give 
some concrete examples of integrating them into design and facilitation.  

1. Multiple ways to productively participate 
People have different prior experiences and communicate their knowledge in different ways. 
Their backgrounds can limit their access and opportunity to participate in science and 
engineering, but can also be sources of new ideas and approaches. In addition, the learning 
environment, including the specific activities themselves and the interactions between 
instructors, mentors and learners, can either constrain or promote learners’ participation in 
important STEM practices.15 Learners’ backgrounds shape how they communicate and 
demonstrate success, so that success can look and sound very different for different learners. A 
complex confluence of factors, related to the individuals involved, their past participation in 
various communities, and how they are engaged in the activity, influence the outcomes. Learning 
environments that provide multiple ways to learn, communicate, and succeed are more likely to 
engage a broader range of learners.16,17 

It is not that an ensemble of learners needs multiple ways to participate because the learners have 
a diversity of fixed “learning styles.” In fact, the existence of fixed learning styles and the 
strategy that instruction should be tailored to them are “neuromyths” and “major myths,” 
debunked with regularity in the literature.18,19,20,21 Learners “differ in repertoires for engaging in 
discussions with authority figures, answering known-answer questions, analyzing world 
problems on the basis of counterfactual premises, seeking or avoiding being singled out for 
praise, spontaneously helping classmates, responding quickly or pondering ideas before 
volunteering their contributions… rather than pigeonholing individuals into categories and 
teaching to the students’ ‘traits’ or attempting to replace those traits, the emphasis [should] be 
placed on helping students develop dexterity in using both familiar and new approaches.”22 
Instead, instructors and mentors can give learners practice and support for learning in new ways, 
expanding their repertoire rather than treating their preferences as static traits. Articulating clear 
learning goals or expected project outcomes, and providing multiple avenues for learners to 
achieve goals and demonstrate success, supports more learners succeeding. Providing multiple 
ways for learners to express their knowledge, or demonstrate skills, helps both 
instructors/mentors and learners assess learners’ understandings. This cannot just be having 
learners do lots of different things – instructors and mentors must explicitly recognize and 
validate multiple ways to build and demonstrate understanding. Providing challenging work, 
along with supportive structures for learners to succeed in that work, makes their participation 
productive and conveys high expectations for all learners. 
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When learners can productively participate in collaborative participant structures, the experience 
mirrors productive collaborations in STEM. These collaborations should be inclusive both 
because social interaction plays a fundamental role in learning,23 and because cooperative 
learning can support relations between people from different backgrounds.24 Cooperative 
learning structures also provide vicarious learning experiences (watching others model 
something before trying it), a way of building self-efficacy, and may be more important for some 
learners than others.25 

Examples of how this focus area could be applied to activity design, project design, facilitation, 
and mentoring: 
• Instructors build into activities multiple opportunities for learners to express their 

understanding in ways that align with the activity goals. In addition to simply providing 
multiple tools or strategies for engaging in the activity, instructors can clearly communicate 
to students that success in the activity can be attained and demonstrated through these 
multiple modes. For example, rubrics that clearly indicate measures of success and 
expectations, but still allow for various demonstrations of knowledge, can be given to 
learners as a way to allow them to self-monitor their progress while still being allowed 
multiple modes of participation or demonstration. 

• Instructors carefully construct group work. Activity is designed so that learners spend a 
significant amount of time working in small groups of 2–3 learners, so that each learner can 
make a significant contribution to the group’s progress. Authentic roles for learners to play 
within the group are either explicitly modeled, or recognized and supported when they 
emerge on their own. Authentic roles might include detailed work on the problem itself, and 
also more metacognitive work on project planning, reporting, and presentation. Importantly, 
these roles should be rotated to prevent students from repeating the same roles that they 
always take on. 

• The social nature of group work is acknowledged and managed. Social dynamics in an 
activity are managed or designed so that no one learner’s participation interferes completely 
with another’s. Instructors actively monitor group interactions and make moves to get all 
learners talking and engaging with materials in meaningful ways, managing the social 
dynamics and the distribution of materials. 

• Projects give learners multiple approaches to the problem. Mentors create opportunities 
for the learner to work on parts of a project with different colleagues, who may work or 
communicate in different ways. These ways might include detailed technical expertise, and 
also more metacognitive skills of project planning, management, and presentation. 

2. Learners’ goals, interests, and values 
Learners come into science and engineering lab experiences with different goals, interests, and 
values that are formed in part from their social, cultural and educational background, and are 
shaped by their future plans.26 They have different views of intelligence that can affect their 
goals and their motivation. In other words, their values and motivation are shaped not only by 
their own educational and career plans, but in part by their past experiences and backgrounds.27 
Differences in outcomes between men and women or between White students and racial minority 
students decrease when learners have an opportunity to reflect on and affirm their values.28 
Effective learning environments can be designed to anticipate and leverage learners’ goals, 
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interests, values, and sources of motivation through activities that are relevant, meaningful, and 
challenging.  

Motivation itself is a concept worthy of closer scrutiny.29 An activity must have some kind of 
value to the learner. Value can include the activity’s intrinsic value (satisfaction from the work 
itself), its attainment value (satisfaction from the accomplishment of completing the work), and 
its instrumental value (the work’s role in the learner’s other goals). In addition to value, the 
learner must believe they can successfully complete the activity; these beliefs are called 
expectancies. Expectancies include outcome expectancies (beliefs that the learner’s actions will 
result in a positive outcome) and efficacy expectancies (beliefs that the learner is capable of the 
work). 

Instructors and mentors can find out about their learners’ backgrounds, draw from them as 
resources, and help learners find connections and relevance to their own lives. Learners’ 
agency—the capacity of individuals to make choices and act on their own behalf—is affected by 
their background and the learning experiences they are engaged in. A powerful view of agency 
acknowledges the STEM community’s role in defining the disciplines’ culture, but also 
highlights the instructor’s power to define a separate classroom community culture, and equips 
learners to apply their knowledge to make a difference.30 The practices that instructors and 
mentors use to engage learners are as important as the curriculum itself.31  

Examples of how this focus area could be applied to activity design, project design, facilitation, 
and mentoring: 
• The inquiry activity highlights potential student value of the learning goals. In 

contexting the activity, instructors can be explicit about the connection between the intrinsic 
value of the activity content, as well as the instrumental connection the activity’s content has 
to learners’ long-term educational goals. Separately, the STEM practices learners will 
improve at in the activity can be explicitly highlighted for their intrinsic and instrumental 
value. 

• Instructors and mentors are clear about learners’ efficacy. All work takes place in a 
climate of positive expectancies. Learners can expect that they are capable of identifying and 
doing the work needed to succeed in the activity and/or project, and that their instructors and 
mentors will help and guide them. 

• The activity is designed so that learners can pursue the questions and/or investigation paths 
that interest them most, and lead to the intended learner outcomes. Facilitation plan is 
flexible enough to support learners who show interest in unanticipated questions and/or 
investigation paths that are relevant to the activity content and process goals. 

• A project has multiple possible solution pathways or components of the solution, such that 
the learner may choose one near the project onset, invoking their goals or interests. 

• The activity recruits students to utilize their interests and values in demonstrating their 
knowledge Specific components of an activity may be intentionally designed as to invite 
learners to make their interests and values explicit and connected to the goals of that 
component. For example, an inquiry component may ask learners to demonstrate their 
understanding of the activity content through presenting a solution to problem they were 
tasked with solving. In addition to facilitating the assessment of learners’ progress towards 
defined learning goals, instructors may actively prompt learners to utilize their own interests, 
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such as how the solution would have an effect on their local community, or include their 
values as part of the solution, such as how it takes into account ethical concerns. 

3. Beliefs and biases about learning, achievement, and teaching 
People hold different beliefs about learning, intelligence, achievement, competency, and teaching 
that bring everyone—learners, instructors, and mentors—into a lab with assumptions and 
expectations about themselves and others.32 Stereotype threat, triggered by the mere existence 
(not necessarily endorsement) of negative stereotypes and by seemingly innocuous aspects of the 
environment, can intensify learners’ assumptions about themselves and negatively impact 
learners’ performances.33,34,35,36 If instructors and mentors do not convey positive and equitable 
views of learning, they can create environments that limit access, opportunity, and agency, 
particularly for learners of non-dominant backgrounds. Projecting high expectations along with 
support for all learners’ success provides opportunities for more learners to succeed.37 One way 
to do this is to approach intelligence as a changeable, rather than fixed, trait, expressing all 
learners’ ability to improve and build on their understandings.38,39 A “growth mindset” appears to 
buffer learners from negative stereotypes about their group(s), which can both improve their 
performance40 and their “sense of belonging” in the discipline.41 (An entire chapter devoted to 
mindset is available in [10].) Learners’ beliefs about their own self-efficacy in STEM affect their 
persistence, and their self-efficacy is developed from different sources for people from different 
groups (e.g., genders).25 

Unconscious biases can affect teaching and learning,42 as well as views of competency that 
impact hiring practices and other important aspects of career advancement.43 Views held by 
instructors/mentors and learners can be difficult to identify and change, but a practice of ongoing 
reflection and self-monitoring about one’s assumptions can in time bring beliefs to the surface. 
With personal views about teaching and learning more clearly expressed, perspectives that may 
be translated into performance-limiting practices can be re-evaluated, and ultimately practices 
can change. 

Examples of how this focus area could be applied to activity design, project design, facilitation, 
and mentoring: 
• The activity explicitly conveys positive beliefs about learners’ abilities. The inquiry 

activity is designed with multiple possible starting points, acknowledging learners’ different 
prior knowledge and experiences, and reinforcing an expectation that they can make 
meaningful knowledge gains no matter what their starting point is. Learning goals are 
challenging and convey an assumption that learners are ready for challenge (but, 
simultaneously, the activity is designed with adequate supports so learners can succeed). 

• Stereotypical pitfalls are anticipated and carefully navigated. During learner 
investigations/projects, instructors/mentors give guidance when requested or needed but 
ultimately convey the expectation that learners will be able to “figure it out.” 
Instructors/mentors think ahead about a few key points in the activity/project where their 
learners’ backgrounds and experience levels may come up, and then plan their words 
carefully to avoid comments that imply static traits, or the message that “you’ve either got it 
or you don’t.” Unnecessary events that might trigger stereotype threat (e.g., inappropriately 
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highlighting gender or race, describing abilities or achievements in unintentionally “fixed” 
terms, etc.) are rooted out and avoided. 

• Opportunities for self-reflection and self-assessment are structured into the activity. 
Self-reflection is often a difficult skill for students to engage in and may benefit from 
structured prompts that allow students to monitor their own improvement and areas where 
improvement may be needed. Instructors may build these reflections into the activity as 
related to an activity goal, and prompt students to monitor where their thinking is currently, 
and how it has evolved since starting the activity. In addition to building students’ 
metacognition towards science and engineering tasks, this active reflection may help students 
in acknowledging their progress in difficult tasks and cultivating a growth mindset. 

• Opportunities to practice and get feedback on challenging aspects of a project are structured 
into the learner’s overall experience. 

4. Developing an identity as a person in STEM  
We start with a quote from Chapter 7 of [26] (emphasis added): “Researchers studying 
motivation have developed a dizzying array of theoretical frameworks, making it challenging to 
develop a coherent picture of motivation, attitudes, and identity and the factors that shape them.” 
In the framework presented there, “identity” is operationalized as a learner’s sense of belonging 
and sense that STEM is an important part of who they are. Others have broken out a sense of 
belonging as a separate (but important) concern, leaving “identity” as the extent to which the 
learner views him/herself as a scientist/engineer or a “person in STEM.” 44 A framework for 
STEM identity has emerged that emphasizes competence, performance, and recognition.45 In this 
framework, competence is the learner’s knowledge of STEM content and practices, and the 
learner’s beliefs about that knowledge (self-efficacy). Performance is the social demonstration of 
competence in classroom, laboratory, and professional settings within the authentic culture of 
STEM. The third component is explicit recognition (both from others and from the learner as 
self) of competence and performance in ways culturally appropriate for STEM. For example, 
rather than congratulations from non-STEM friends and family, recognition might entail 
informal references to the learner’s contributions among students, instructors, or colleagues, or 
more formal authorship on a publication. Others have pointed out that it is not only the learners’ 
self-views of who they are, but also who they want to become and what they want to become 
part of that is an important component of identity development.46,47 As part of the “dizzying 
array” of constructs in this area, self-efficacy and agency—beliefs in one’s ability to achieve 
competence, master performances, make choices, and act on one’s own behalf—are inextricably 
linked to identity.25,30  

Learners’ conscious or unconscious beliefs and preferences about how others view them can 
cause them to “disidentify” when under stereotype threat.48 The interplay between learners’ 
existing and developing identities, the broader sociocultural world, and the world of STEM (with 
its own cultural norms, practices, and values) has an enormous effect on their participation.49,45 
STEM’s culture has been shaped by the backgrounds of those historically dominant in the field, 
and may therefore make STEM less attractive to people from non-dominant backgrounds, and 
even drive some learners out of STEM.8,50 Attention to the interplay between learners’ cultural 
backgrounds and the culture of STEM can help educators create a more inclusive environment.  
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Providing role models that learners identify with specifically in demographic terms may help51 or 
may not,52 but effective mentoring can be done by people of all backgrounds. Providing learners 
with experiences focused on the kinds of things that inquiry emphasizes—conceptual 
understanding, engaging in STEM practices—has been linked to developing a positive STEM 
identity and career choice.47 Being explicit about the norms and practices of STEM while 
valuing learners’ own cultural norms and practices can help learners of diverse backgrounds 
successfully navigate between STEM and their everyday lives.26 Failure to authentically 
recognize the accomplishments of learners from diverse backgrounds as they gain knowledge 
and skills in STEM detracts from their STEM identity development and ultimately contributes to 
attrition.45  

Examples of how this focus area could be applied to activity design, project design, facilitation, 
and mentoring: 

• The inquiry activity emphasizes and makes practices of science explicit to all learners. 
In addition to bolstering conceptual understanding, an inquiry activity can highlight and 
make explicit goals related to the practices of science, such as explaining results using data. 
These practices and/or other norms may be introduced early on to the students, and 
instructors may simultaneously assess progress on these practices in addition to other science 
content. Students may even be afforded the opportunity to monitor their own progress in such 
science and engineering practices by being given clear goals and measures of progress 
towards those goals, such as in the form of a rubric. Importantly, students should still have 
opportunities to develop their agency in engaging in the practices of STEM. 

• The activity can include opportunities for learners to consider how they would 
communicate their work in other settings. To develop STEM identity, it is critical for 
students to perform for and receive recognition from meaningful others in their STEM fields. 
Students often also seek recognition from different communities that may bolster their STEM 
identity, and could benefit from performing for those communities. In addition to having 
opportunities to perform relevant practices of STEM for meaningful others in their field, 
students may be asked to consider how they would communicate their work, as an expert, to 
a group or community that is important to them. Learners reflect on and identify the 
differences between communication styles. The instructor can wrap up activity by reviewing 
learning goals, referencing each learner’s progress to reinforce their sense of accomplishment 
and belonging in STEM 

• The inquiry activity is designed to build learners’ competence, give them opportunities 
for performance as their mastery increases, and provide recognition from instructors 
and peers. In order to support the development of STEM identities, these three critical 
aspects of identity are intentionally structured into the activity. A phase, or phases, of the 
activity includes building competence in ways that are aligned with the learning goals of the 
activity, including performing STEM practices. Learners are given opportunities to perform 
this competency in meaningful ways, such as in an authentic application of the content or 
STEM practices. There would also be a phase where learners are recognized for their 
contributions. This is not simply praise--this means recognizing that students’ diverse ways 
of demonstrating knowledge are recognized as legitimate contributions towards the goals of 
the activity and in STEM, in general 
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• A project includes not only opportunities for the learner to build skills with respect to the 
technical details, but also opportunities for recognition in appropriate STEM workplace 
venues (group meetings, presentations, etc.). The mentor periodically updates colleagues on 
the intern’s progress and/or upcoming tasks, opening opportunities for the intern to 
informally share progress and be recognized for accomplishments. 

Some Fruitful Ideas Cross the Focus Areas 
The four focus areas are not meant to imply that these are four distinct areas of equity and 
inclusion considerations. In fact, some of the richest and most fruitful insights involve more than 
one of our focus areas. A simple example is that giving learners challenging work to make sure 
their participation is productive (FA #1) also conveys growth-mindset beliefs (FA #3) and 
contributes to learners’ competence and opportunities for performance (FA #4). Broadly, many 
constructs seem to detract from or contribute to a learner’s sense of STEM identity (FA #4). For 
instance, while stereotype threat (FA #3) can severely impact a learner’s senses of belonging and 
identity, a “growth mindset” (FA #3) can protect learners from the threat and encourage 
belonging, identity, and persistence.41 Interest (FA #2) is a crucial component47 of a learner’s 
STEM identity, in addition to her/his competence, performance, and recognition.45 Self-efficacy 
and agency—which relate to learners’ self-beliefs (FA #3) and their goals (FA #2) are also hard 
to disentangle from identity.25,30  

Most of these considerations are concerned with the affective domain—learners’ noncognitive, 
emotional, attitudinal responses to the STEM learning environment. Since learners’ affects can 
have such profound effects on their learning and persistence, thoughtful attention to the affective 
domain is needed while structuring projects and activities that support traditional concerns such 
as STEM concepts and practices.44 

It is useful to think of the E&I Focus Areas as lenses for analysis rather than distinct groupings 
of constructs, because all the constructs are interrelated and interact.   
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